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Chapter Five
Animal Healing and Communication
When speaking of the soul, we naturally think of human beings,
but Moon has explained that animals have a type of soul, too.
He calls them “fragment souls” and in Volume One I detailed
how they acquired such souls. According to Moon, cetaceans
possess the largest fragment of a soul, making them very similar
to us.
In late 1991, Diane Stein informed me that she was
writing a book about natural health care and healing for cats and
dogs. This work would incorporate various forms of alternative
medicine, as well as several therapies, which would prove
valuable in caring for these domestic pets. She asked me if I
would consult my guides about animal healing and
communication. In addition, I was to ask whether animals
possess chakras because she wanted to include this type of
information in her book.
Diane also contacted another person who did channeling
and is named Laurel Steinhice. She requested the same details
from her guides. I did not know Laurel at that time, but I had
been told by Diane that the messages, which we were receiving,
bore strong similarities. This proved to be true because the
information we were both given about animals' chakras was
startlingly similar. These energy systems were explained in
Diane's book in the form of diagrams. This non-fiction work
was entitled Natural Healing for Dogs & Cats and was
published in 1993.
A second book, The Natural Remedy Book for Dogs &
Cats, was also written by Diane and published in 1994. It
contained the previously published diagrams of dogs' and cats'
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chakra systems and a list of the colors associated with those
energy points. I wrote an article on crystal healing for pets, and
it was included in this book.
When Diane indicated that she would like my guides to
write about communication with and healing for animals, I had
no idea that the resulting messages would be so extensive. They
began in December 1991 and continued through to June 1992.
However, the majority of these channeled words were not
included in Natural Healing for Dogs & Cats. Some were
quoted or briefly summarized, while others were not. Therefore,
it would seem to be of value to the reader if I document what
my guides told me almost eleven years ago.
Animals' Fragment Souls:
In the first message it would appear that I was
channeling from the group, but before long Moon took over.
“As was previously given when we were first making
contact with you, animals upon your planet hold within them
merely a fragment of the original souls who first projected into
the consciousness of Earth. When newly formed, your planet, as
with all matter within the physical universe, was but an
extension of the awareness of the Source, created as a
consequence of the conflict between the original eight
supersouls and their followers. This consciousness, once joined
with that of souls, created a divergence of life, beginning with
minerals and elements and progressing, eventually, into animal
life.
You have been told that once the original man form was
created, many souls withdrew from the animal forms so that
they might partake of the physical within this new creation, and
that merely a fragment of the departing soul remained within
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the animal body. For your understanding it is necessary to
explain that this fragment was far less than the fragment of the
whole soul which projects into what could be termed “man”
throughout the physical universe, the fragment which has been
referred to as the facet soul. The fragment within an animal
form is but a fraction of a facet soul, yet it behaves exactly as
that of its larger part, projecting into all its incarnations within
the physical plane, simultaneously.
You have also been taught that where souls lingered the
longest within animal forms, thus, a greater portion was retained
of that soul, and that these are the animals which you consider
having more intelligence than those which hold a smaller
fragment...”
At this point of the message, Moon came in and it was
he who usually gave information on animals throughout the
following months.
“...Yet I would ask you to re-examine your notions of
intelligence, for what you perceive as an ability to
communicate, to mimic and to befriend your kind is merely the
ability of all consciousness which has joined with soul
consciousness within some physical form throughout the
physical universe. As I am often wont to tell you, like as like;
and where there is a larger portion of soul consciousness
projected into matter, then there is a recognition of and an
empathy with those life forms which contain a similar, even if it
be lesser degree, of soul consciousness.
Do not mistake my meaning here; earthly animals are
not to be equated with humans. Indeed, many of them would be
insulted by the thought. Even though there is soul recognition
and empathy, the path which humans have chosen to pursue is
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very different from that of animals, even though the soul goal is
the same, being that of ultimate oneness...”
In the remainder of this message Moon said animals are
not so involved with the physical plane, as are humans, also that
they are much closer to the other levels of existence. Their
consciousness, or energy, like ours, came originally from the
Source, but has developed differently from ours. It contains a
greater degree of the consciousness of the Source than of the
soul, whereas the opposite is true of humans.
Source Consciousness:
Three weeks later, Moon elaborated further on Source
consciousness/energy:
“...Look to them {animals} as your teachers, for they are
far closer to WHAT IS, having more Source consciousness than
soul consciousness. They are as man originally was and needs
to be, again, in order to return to the oneness. Man believes he
has charge over the animals and, indeed, this is so, but not
because he is superior to them, as he considers. He was created
for many reasons and with many purposes, not least of which
was and is to protect the volume of Source consciousness which
resides within your planet and the totality of its life forms.
I have spoken previously of the imbalance which exists
upon your planet, the ruthless destruction of much of its
consciousness. That message was referring to its Source
consciousness and the equally large departure of soul
consciousness. Source consciousness is being enhanced in many
ways. By protecting endangered species and by decreasing
experimentation and slaughter of animals, man has begun to
make a start. The increase of changed souls from other
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dimensions, as well as what may be termed “the enlightened
universe,” upon your planet also adds to the quantity of Source
consciousness. These are ancient souls, and that which
determines soul age is the amount of Source consciousness
present. When the Source consciousness is dominant, then the
soul may be considered ancient.
A third and, indeed, a most significant way of increasing
Source consciousness is the use of crystals and gemstones, for
they were formed when Earth was young and well-laden with
Source consciousness. By the use of these stones, their energy,
or consciousness, is vibrating within the sphere of your planet's
consciousness and, thus, some harmony is achieved.
Within the depths of Earth there are great reservoirs of
Source consciousness, or energy, and these also are released
into Earth's sphere of consciousness when alignment takes place
between Earth and her children. Rocks and all minerals are
totally aligned as they contain pure Source consciousness. Plant
life aligns during the hours of darkness, as do all other simple
and complex life forms, including animals and man. As plants
have continual contact with the Earth Mother, their alignment is
complete during the hours of darkness. Animals, which live in
the open, are also able to attain complete alignment, for they lay
down upon the Mother, but for those which are housed in
buildings, total alignment is not achieved because there is not
direct contact. This equally applies to man who frequently beds
himself upon places other than the ground. All life within water
aligns with the Source consciousness through the element of
water which is a child of the Earth Mother.
As I have written, there are great reservoirs of Source
consciousness within Earth herself and these are linked by
energy channels or ley lines. The power even within these
channels is immense and alignment is possible also during
daylight, if all animals, including man, lay down upon these
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channels. Total attunement to these many different channels is
very necessary, for some are far more intense than others.
Animals have mostly maintained their ability to distinguish
those which are well balanced for them, but man has sacrificed
this knowledge in his pursuit of the physical and, thus, often
places himself upon or within the vicinity of energy channels
which bring negative consequences for him and those who
come after him. His actions can be influenced positively and
negatively by these channels and, in turn, the energy vibrations
can be affected in a like manner within these localities by his
actions...
All animals have a natural understanding of the Earth
Mother's energy which is her consciousness and very life blood.
They utilize it in their daily life, their search for food, their
patterns of migration and hibernation, their companionship with
both other animals and man and, above all, their respect and
guardianship of their home planet...”
In 1992 I knew nothing about geopathic stress, but a
number of years later I learned of this theory that there are
certain energy channels within the earth that are detrimental to
our health and well-being. It is obvious from the above message
that Moon was familiar with this concept.
At a later date, I asked for more information for Diane's
book, and I received many pages of automatic writing about
animals' chakras. The message began as follows:
“There is much rejoicing within the realms where
fragment souls, known to you as animals, are residing, for this
book, which is to be written, is unique. There has most certainly
been other works on animals, but this book, because it will
contain channeled information, both given to the one who
writes for me and also imparted to the one known to Diane, has
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information which has not at any other time been given to
earthbound souls...
Throughout man's existence, there have been individuals
who have communicated with animals, and you have stories
both within your history and your folklore about these
individuals. This book will contain a wealth of information
which has not previously been known, and which will, as it
were, open the eyes and the understanding of those who read it,
so that they may appreciate the blessing that is given to those
who dwell upon Earth. The companionship and love which is
always abounding upon your planet within the kingdom known
to you as the animal world...”
When I submitted the messages to Diane, I had no idea
Moon was correct in saying that her book was unique.
However, after it was published, I learned that it was the very
first time the details of animals' subtle anatomy had appeared in
print.
The information continued:
“Within your time frame, the animals, which man
considers he has domesticated, are large in number, but within
this number he considers dogs and cats closer to him than most
other animals. In other time frames, in other possible realities,
different animals enjoy the position which dogs and cats have in
your particular time frame and reality. Within the future time
frame of your reality, other animals will gain the status which
dogs and cats now hold, and it is not of any great importance as
to which animals will hold these exulted positions, as man
would see it. The emphasis lies with the fact that man must
always keep himself in harmony with some animals, otherwise
he is truly lost, for, as I have explained, there is more Source
energy within animals than within man. If he separates himself
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totally from animals, then he loses, as it were, his lifeline back
to the Source, to his beginnings and ultimately to his end...”
Animals' Chakras:
“...It is required to know within the world of dogs and
cats whether these creatures possess chakras and, yes, as with
all life forms, they do. They do not have as many as man due to
the incidence of more Source energy, or consciousness, being
within them. Therefore, there is less need for energy vortices, or
chakras, as you so know them...”
Moon then went on to give in this message and a further
one the information about animals' chakras and the energy
“linkages” between them. As previously mentioned, Diane
reproduced all of these details in the form of diagrams which
are well worth viewing as they provide a simple and easy
understanding of a somewhat complex issue. In this book I will
just give a brief synopsis of what Moon told me.
Animals have major, minor and bud chakras. The three
major ones are a combined crown and brow chakra, located near
the top of the head, a solar plexus chakra, located on the spine
just before the body narrows into the hindquarters, and a
combined sacral and root chakra, located in the center of the
belly. Minor chakras are found in the feet of animals and at the
base and end of their tails. Bud chakras are in the process of
developing and are in the nose, the throat and at the base of the
ears.
Points of interest to note are as follows: there is no heart
chakra because, unlike man, animals have plenty of Source
consciousness/energy which is filled with agape; the minor
chakras help guide animals to the places of “Source energy
channels” where they can then lay down and absorb that energy
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through the sacral/root chakra; and in primates and marine
mammals the throat bud chakra has grown because they have
“extended their once limited physical communications and their
corresponding chakra buds have, therefore, swelled.”
There are a number of chakra energy linkages {see
Diane's diagrams} of which the most important is probably the
one between the crown/brow and sacral/root chakras. This
channel allows animals to manifest food and shelter, when they
are living in the wild or without care from humans, and to
communicate with one another and man. We also possess a
similar linkage between our crown and root/base chakras, but
over time we have neglected it to the point where it has almost
atrophied. However, it can be strengthened when we assume the
fetal position during sleep and when we practice Yoga.
Healing Animals:
In April 1992, one of my other guides, named Akaal,
gave advice on how to use, within healing sessions, the
information Moon had given about animals' chakras and energy
channels. Before reproducing his message, however, I would
like to emphasize that as well as using these healing techniques
you should also be consulting a qualified veterinary practitioner
to ensure your pet's total well-being and health care.
Akaal explained:
“Animals are creatures of the physical plane and as such
will benefit to some degree from traditional forms of medicine
and medical treatment. They will, however, derive much more
from chakra enhancement, gem stones and herbs. Dogs and cats
in particular will also sustain prolonged periods of physical
existence when there is love, understanding and communication
with certain human, caring companions.
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In chakra enhancement the triangular-shaped linkage
between the three main chakras is of great importance. When
the animal is ill due to physical sickness or injury, the healer
should work with the belly {sacral/root} and back {solar
plexus} chakra linkage for the lower half of the body, which
would encompass the lower back, lower abdomen, hindquarters
and tail. Also, the head {crown/brow} and back chakra linkage
for the upper half of the body, involving the upper back, upper
abdomen, front legs, chest, neck and head.
At times, all three chakras will require attention and this
necessity would be made known to the healer during the
healing. The healer's projective hand {right if right-handed, left
if left-handed} should be placed on either the belly or the head
chakra and the receptive hand {left if right-handed, right if lefthanded} should simultaneously make contact with the back
chakra. No pressure should be applied at any time and, indeed,
for some healers it would be more appropriate to remain
immediately beyond contact with the animal's body.
During the time of contact or near contact, Source
energy in whatever form is acceptable to the healer should be
visualized as moving from the belly or head chakras, along the
energy channels and into the back chakra, where it is
transformed into physical energy which sustains, regenerates
and heals the dog or cat. Then think of this energy radiating out
from the back chakra to all parts of the body or just to those
particular places which are afflicted. It may be visualized as
traveling along lesser energy channels which connect the back
chakra with the entire minor and bud chakras. Again, this
energy should be 'seen' in a manner with which the healer feels
comfortable.
There is no determined time frame for this session of
healing, and quite often the animal will indicate in some
manner, such as movement, when it should cease. At other
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times, especially when an animal is too sick to initiate a
conclusion, the healer will 'know' by a change in sensations felt
within her palms or merely by a general sense of rightness.
When the dis-ease of the dog or cat resides within the
non-physical self, its fragment soul, then the powerful head and
belly chakra linkage must be utilized. This type of healing
should only be attempted by one who has a sound and
harmonious relationship with the particular dog or cat. Source
consciousness, which passes along this linkage, is raw and
volatile and the animal may react unpredictably if the healer's
essence is not in harmony with that of the animal. Ideally, both
healer and animal should spring from the same supersoul
essence, and this will frequently happen, for pets and their
owners are often drawn to one another by the attraction of
essence melding...”
When giving this type of healing, Akaal said the
projective hand should be on the crown/brow chakra and the
receptive hand on the sacral/root chakra. At the same time, the
healer can be projecting loving and peaceful thoughts towards
the dog or cat. He added that if the soul level illness was severe,
then a number of similar healing sessions would be needed.
Communication with Animals:
This particular channeling session ended with the
following advice about communicating with pets:
“...When communication exists between an animal and
its owner, it can be enhanced by deliberate contact of the
projective hand with the head or belly chakra. This may often
happen accidentally when patting and stroking take place, but
when conscious effort is made, even more intensified
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communication will occur. If the receptive hand is placed over
either of these chakras and the conscious mind is stilled in
meditation, then the 'words' of the dog or cat will be 'heard' and
understood.
We have more to give at another time...”
There is a chapter in Volume One devoted to what are
called the “Earth Changes,” which our planet is presently
experiencing. These are difficult times for us all as we attempt
to adjust to the increase in the vibrational energy of Earth.
While receiving the messages about animals, it occurred to me
that it might also be stressful for them, so I asked what people
can do to keep their pets happier and healthier during this period
of energy upgrading.
Moon quickly responded:
“I say to you love the animals, take care of them and
protect them. The progression of your planet affects them
equally as it affects you. They are as much a part of the New
Beginning as those humans, who remain, will be. {According to
Moon, many of us will leave the physical plane during his
predicted cataclysmic events} There is within the animal
kingdom a certain understanding of what is to come and it is far
greater than human comprehension or awareness. It exists
because, as I have previously taught, animals hold within
themselves much greater quantities of Source consciousness
than soul consciousness. Yet even so, this transition time can be
made easier for the animals by their owners speaking, as it
were, to their pets about the forthcoming changes.
Each day, the owner should be utilizing the head and
belly chakra linkage to communicate with their particular pet.
This should always be happening between owners and pets, but
it is of greater importance during these difficult times. Words of
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love, of peace, of understanding should be given to the animal,
as well as explanations of the changes which are coming, of the
progression which is taking place. Each owner should
emphasize with each pet that these things are as they should be
because they are all a part of WHAT IS.
Indeed, there is an understanding of this within each
animal, but the physical manifestations of change can be
frightening to its fragment soul. Owners should convey to their
pets the promise of companionship and protection throughout
the progression. They should share their anticipation of the new
awareness, the beginning of Omega, when all earthly life forms
will communicate and interact with ease at the astral level.
It is also required that owners, whenever and wherever
possible, allow their pets to align themselves with the Earth
Mother. This I have spoken of previously. This means that
owners should let their animals lay down upon the earth to
allow the energy flow to be absorbed by the belly chakra. This
should happen daily, whenever and wherever possible. This
continual alignment, together with conversations with the
owner, will help the animal to understand what is transpiring.
The energy from the Earth Mother will endow the animal with
the ability to pass through the changes and to accomplish
progression. Therefore, do not deny your pet, your dog, your
cat, the opportunity to be outside in the open where it can
frequently lay down upon the Earth Mother, where it can find
true alignment with her.”
Animals' Auras:
I then asked Moon if animals have auras or subtle bodies
and he assured me that they do. He said their Etheric, Lower
and Higher Mental bodies are quite minimal in size, whereas the
Emotional, the Intuitional, the Spiritual and the Divine bodies
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extend much further than those of humans. This is because they
possess far more Source consciousness than we do. Moon added
that many animals, and in particular cats, prefer to function at
the astral level. This would then explain why many cats and
dogs appear to look at things that we cannot see with our
physical eyes.
In one final channeling session about animals, I asked
Moon if animals can see the auras of other animals and humans,
as some people are able to do. He answered that they do this
much more easily than we can because their crown and brow
chakras are combined. They recognize one another or a person,
even at great distances, by 'seeing' the aura. This happens long
before their physical senses of smell, hearing and sight are used.
Also, because parts of their auras extend so widely, their auras
meet up with another animal or human aura before there is
physical contact.
Moon explained:
“...This long distance, if you will, knowing and
recognition manifests itself as low growls, bristling of fur,
arching of back when disharmony is approaching, or tail
wagging, purring and excited yelping when an harmonious aura
has come into contact with the dog's or cat's aura.
I have spoken of communication through the head and
belly chakra linkage and, indeed, this is the ultimate sharing
which can take place between owners and their pets. Yet much
of the constant communication between animals and humans
happens at the auric level, and for many human individuals
there is only an outputting and, thus, they are unaware of their
message being received. Nevertheless, the dog or cat 'hears'
their auric 'words' and responds with either love or aggression.
At the time of the approaching of a human with whom a
dog or cat is in harmony, specific physical movements are often
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observed. Cats will rub their heads against hard objects or role
over upon the ground. Dogs will also role over and rub their
backs upon the ground. These actions are to stimulate the head
and back chakras so that they are primed, as it were, for the
forthcoming physical contact.
Both dogs and cats will also often expose their
underbellies, and this is interpreted as a sign of utter trust. In the
outer reality of your physical world this is valid, for by offering
you its total vulnerability the animal is saying, “I do not believe
you will harm me in any way.” Yet at the inner level, where true
reality dwells, the animal is readying its belly chakra for the
anticipated deeper communication through the head and belly
chakra linkage; for the ultimate communion of love between a
facet soul and a fragment soul, each of whom originally sprang
from the oneness, the Source. Indeed, for some there is the
beginning of soul rejoining which continues on and does not
cease at the point of physical separation, for many owners and
their pets are of the same essence, the same oversoul. They are
being reunited with a fragment of their total being.
I have now given sufficient for Diane's book...”
By sharing these insights into the subtle energy of
animals, I hope I am strengthening the bond that many of us
already have with both our domesticated pets and all other
members of the animal kingdom that co-exist with us on our
planet.
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